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Hydroionic Envirotec has developed, engineered and commercialized a 

proprietary technology, process, and business model to provide industries 

worldwide with a cost effective, definitive solution for the treatment and 

recycling of metal bearing hazardous wastes. The Hydroionic process 

integrates specialized ion exchange media of specific affinity, selectivity 

and density with a family of proprietary hydrometallurgical chemical 

processes to provide a turnkey, automated, scalable, modular waste 

treatment and water recycling system at a capital/operating cost basis up 

to 70% less than current alternatives

Company Introduction

Reclaiming The Future

Product/Service Introduction
Wastewater treatment and reclamation services
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By recovering the valuable metals while simultaneously purifying and recycling 

industrial wastewaters, Hydroionic provides the capability for industries to drastically 

reduce environmental compliance and disposal costs while virtually eliminating their 

long term liability. The reclamation of toxic heavy metals removes the threat to the 

ecosystem while the recycling of wastewater conserves increasingly expensive water 

resources.

Hydroionic’s technology and service offerings represent a paradigm shift for the 

global wastewater treatment market. When compared to the competition, Hydroionic 

is the definitive leader in critical aspects including effectiveness, reliability, efficiency, 

capital and operational costs, regulatory compliance, and resource 

reclamation/conservation.

Hydroionic Envirotec provides turnkey, all 
inclusive wastewater treatment and 
reclamation services to a wide variety of 
industries such as electroplating, 
semiconductor, chip packaging, and 
printed circuit board fabrication. Clients 
pay a single comprehensive service fee 
for each cubic meter of water treated, 
while Hydroionic Envirotec provides the 
required Equalys hardware, design, 
engineering, installation, operation and 
maintenance. As a straightforward, no 
hassle, one stop arrangement, this 
provides the customer with a simple 
option to dramatically lower their 
environmental compliance costs without 
the need for a capital intensive 
investment, while minimizing any potential 
disruption to ongoing operations.
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